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AVERAGES OF ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS
OVER PRINCIPAL IDEALS
T. D. BROWNING AND E. SOFOS
Abstract. For a general class of non-negative functions defined on integral
ideals of number fields, upper bounds are established for their average over
the values of certain principal ideals that are associated to irreducible binary
forms with integer coefficients.
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1. Introduction
The study of averages of non-negative multiplicative arithmetic functions
f over the values of polynomials has a long and venerable history in number
theory. From the point of view of upper bounds, this topic goes back to work
of Nair [7], which has since been substantially generalised by Nair–Tenenbaum
[8] and Henriot [5]. For suitable expanding regions B Ă Z2, several authors
have extended these results to cover averages of the shapeÿ
ps,tqPB
fp|F ps, tq|q,
where F P Zrs, ts is an irreducible binary form. This is the object of work
by la Brete`che–Browning [1] and la Brete`che–Tenenbaum [2], for example.
These estimates have since had many applications to a range of problems,
most notably in the quantitative arithmetic of Chaˆtelet surfaces [3].
Assuming for the moment that F px, 1q is monic and irreducible, any root θ
of the polynomial generates a number field K “ Qpθq whose degree is equal
to the degree of F . In this paper we instead consider a variant in which we
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take a general non-negative multiplicative function f defined on the ideals of
K, and ask to bound the size of the sumÿ
ps,tqPB
fps´ θtq,
where we view ps´θtq as an ideal in the ring of integers oK of K. Our primary
motivation for considering this sum is the crucial role that it plays in work of
the authors [4] on Manin’s conjecture for smooth quartic del Pezzo surfaces.
In order to present our main result we require some notation and definitions.
Let K{Q be a number field with ring of integers oK . Denote by IK the set of
ideals in oK . We say that a function f : IK Ñ Rě0 is pseudomultiplicative if
there exist strictly positive constants A,B, ε such that
fpabq ď fpaqmin
 
AΩKpbq, BpNK bq
ε
(
,
for all coprime ideals a, b P IK , where ΩKpbq “
ř
p|b νppbq and NK b “ 7oK{b
is the ideal norm. We denote the class of all pseudomultiplicative functions
associated to A,B and ε by MK “ MKpA,B, εq. When K “ Q, this class
contains the class of submultiplicative functions that arose in pioneering work
of Shiu [9]. Note that any f P MK satisfies fpaq ! A
ΩKpaq and fpaq ! pNK aq
ε,
for any a P IK , where the second implied constant depends on B.
We will need to work with functions supported away from ideals of small
norm. To facilitate this, for any ideal a P IK and W P N, we set
aW “
ź
pν}a
gcdpNK p,W q“1
pν .
We extend this to rational integers in the obvious way. Next, for any f P MK ,
we define fW paq “ fpaW q. We will always assume that W is of the form
W “
ź
pďw
p, (1.1)
for some w ą 0. Thus gcdpNK p,W q “ 1 if and only if p ą w, if NK p “ p
fp
for some fp P N. Let
P
˝
K“ta Ă oK : p | añ fp “ 1u (1.2)
be the multiplicative span of all prime ideals p Ă oK with residue degree
fp “ 1. For any x ą 0 and f P MK we set
Ef px;W q “ exp
˜ ÿ
pPP˝K prime
wăNK pďx
fp“1
fppq
NK p
¸
,
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if f is submultiplicative, and
Efpx;W q “
ÿ
NK aďx
aPP˝K square-free
gcdpNK a,W q“1
fpaq
NK a
,
otherwise.
Suppose now that we are given irreducible binary forms F1, . . . , FN P Zrx, ys,
which we assume to be pairwise coprime. Let i P t1, . . . , Nu. Suppose that
Fi has degree di and that it is not proportional to y, so that bi “ Fip1, 0q is a
non-zero integer. It will be convenient to form the homogeneous polynomial
F˜ipx, yq “ b
di´1
i F pb
´1
i x, yq. (1.3)
This has integer coefficients and satisfies F˜ip1, 0q “ 1. We let θi be a root of
the monic polynomial F˜ px, 1q. Then θi is an algebraic integer and we denote
the associated number field of degree di by Ki “ Qpθiq. Moreover,
NKi{Qpbis´ θitq “ F˜ipbis, tq “ b
di´1
i Fips, tq, (1.4)
for any ps, tq P Z2. (If bi “ 0, so that Fipx, yq “ cy for some non-zero c P Z, we
take θi “ ´c and Ki “ Q in this discussion.) Our main result is a tight upper
bound for averages of f1,W ppb1s ´ θ1tqq . . . fN,W ppbNs ´ θN tqq, over primitive
vectors ps, tq P Z2, for general pseudomultiplicative functions fi P MKi and
suitably large values of w.
Next, for any k P N and any polynomial P P Zrxs, we set
ρP pkq “ 7tx pmod kq : P pxq ” 0 pmod kqu.
We put
ρipkq “
#
ρFipx,1qpkq if Fip1, 0q ‰ 0,
1 if Fip1, 0q “ 0,
(1.5)
and
h˚pkq “
ź
p|k
ˆ
1´
ρ1ppq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ρNppq
p` 1
˙´1
. (1.6)
To any non-empty bounded measurable region R Ă R2, we associate
KR “ 1` }R}8 ` BpRq logp1` }R}8q `
volpRq
1` }R}8
, (1.7)
where }R}8 “ suppx,yqPRt|x|, |y|u. We say that such a region R is regular if
its boundary is piecewise differentiable, R contains no zeros of F1 ¨ ¨ ¨FN and
there exists c1 ą 0 such that volpRq ě K
c1
R
. Note that we then have
volpRq ď 4}R}28 ď p1` }R}8q
4 ď K4R .
Bearing all of this in mind, we may now record our main result.
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Theorem 1.1. Let R Ă R2 be a regular region, let V “ volpRq and let G Ă Z2
be a lattice of full rank, with determinant qG and first successive minimum λG.
Assume that qG ď V
c2 for some c2 ą 0. Let fi P MKipAi, Bi, εiq, for 1 ď i ď N
and let
ε0 “ max
"
1`
4
c1
,
4p5` 3maxtε1, . . . , εNuq
c1
*´ Nÿ
i“1
diεi
¯
.
Then, for any ε ą 0 and w ą w0pfi, Fi, Nq, we have
ÿ
ps,tqPZ2
prim
XRXG
Nź
i“1
fi,qGW ppbis´ θitqq!
V
plog V qN
h˚W pqGq
qG
Nź
i“1
EfipV ;W q
`
K1`ε0`ε
R
λG
,
where the implied constant depends at most on c1, c2, Ai, Bi, Fi, ε, εi, N,W .
We may compare this estimate with the principal result in work of la
Brete`che–Tenenbaum [2]. Take G “ Z2 and d1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ dN “ 1. Then
bis´ θit “ Fips, tq, for 1 ď i ď N . In this setting Theorem 1.1 can be deduced
from the special case of [2, Thm. 1.1], in which all of the binary forms are
linear.
Acknowledgements. While working on this paper the first author was sup-
ported by ERC grant 306457.
2. Technical results
2.1. Lattice point counting. We will need general results about counting
lattice points in an expanding region. Let A P Mat2ˆ2pZq be a non-singular
upper triangular matrix and consider the lattice given by G “ tAy : y P Z2u.
Recall that G is said primitive if the only integers m fulfilling G Ă mZ2 are
m “ ˘1. We denote its determinant and first successive minimum by detpGq
and λG, respectively. Assume that R Ă R
2 is a regular region, in the sense of
Theorem 1.1. Then, for any x0 P Z
2 and q P N such that gcdpdetpGqx0, qq “ 1,
we will require an asymptotic estimate for the counting function
NpRq “ 7tx P Z2prim XR XG : x ” x0 pmod qqu.
The following estimate follows from work of Sofos [10, Lemma 5.3].
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Lemma 2.1. Assume that G is primitive. Then
NpRq “
volpRq
ζp2q detpGqq2
ź
p|detpGq
ˆ
1`
1
p
˙´1ź
p|q
ˆ
1´
1
p2
˙´1
`O
ˆ
τpdetpGqqKR
λG
˙
,
where KR is given by (1.7) and the implied constant is absolute.
2.2. Restriction to square-free support. For a given number field K{Q
of degree d and given f P MK , it will sometimes be useful to bound sums of
the shape ÿ
NK aďx
fpaq
NK a
,
by a sum restricted to square-free integral ideals supported away from ideals
of small norm. This is encapsulated in the following result.
Lemma 2.2. Let f P MKpA,B, εq. Assume that f
: is multiplicative and that
there exists M ą 0 such that
|f :ppνq ´ 1| ď
M
NK p
,
for all prime ideals p and ν P N. Assume that W is given by (1.1), with
w ą 2pA`Mq. Thenÿ
NK aďx
fpaW qf
:paW q
NK a
!A,M,W
ÿ
NK bďx
b square-free
gcdpNK b,W q“1
fpbq
NK b
.
If f is submultiplicative then the right hand side can be replaced by
exp
˜ ÿ
wăNK pďx
fppq
NK p
¸
.
Proof. The final part of the lemma is obvious. To see the first part we note
that there is a unique factorisation a “ qaW , where NK q | W
8. Here, and
throughout this paper, for a, b P N the notation a | b8 is taken to mean that
every prime divisor of a is a divisor of b as well. Next, we decompose uniquely
aW “ bc where b, c are coprime integral ideals such that b is square-free and c
is square-full. The sum in the lemma is at mostÿ
NK qďx
NK q|W
8
1
NK q
ÿ
NK bďx
b square-free
gcdpNK b,W q“1
fpbqf :pbq
NK b
ÿ
NK cďx
c square-full
gcdpNK c,W q“1
AΩKpcqf :pcq
NK c
.
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For prime ideals with NK p ą 2pA`Mq, we have
1`
8ÿ
d“2
AΩKpp
dqf :ppdq
pNK pqd
ď 1`
8ÿ
d“2
Ad
pNK pqd
ˆ
1`
M
NK p
˙
ď
ˆ
1´
2A2
pNK pq2
˙´1
.
Thus the sum over c converges absolutely. Defining the multiplicative function
g : IK Ñ R via gpp
dq “ pf :ppq ´ 1qNK p, for d P N, we clearly have
f :pbq “
ÿ
b“de
gpdq
NK d
,
with |gpdq| ďMΩK pdq, for any square-free ideal b. Thereforeÿ
NK bďx
b square-free
gcdpNK b,W q“1
fpbqf :pbq
NK b
“
ÿ
NK eďx
e square-free
gcdpNK e,W q“1
fpeq
NK e
ÿ
NK dďx{pNK eq
d square-free
gcdpNK d,W q“1
gpdq
pNK dq2
.
The sum over d is absolutely convergent, whenceÿ
NK aďx
fpaW qf
:paW q
NK a
!A,M,W
ÿ
NK eďx
e square-free
gcdpNK e,W q“1
fpeq
NK e
ÿ
NK qďx
NK q|W
8
1
NK q
.
The inner sum over q is at most
ś
NK p|W d
p1´ 1
NK p
q´1 !A,M,W 1, which thereby
completes the proof of the lemma. 
2.3. The relevance of PK. Let F P Zrx, ys be an irreducible non-zero binary
form of degree d, which is not proportional to y. In particular b “ F p1, 0q is
a non-zero integer. We recall from (1.3) the associated binary form F˜ px, yq “
bd´1F pb´1x, yq, with integer coefficients and F˜ p1, 0q “ 1. We let θ be a root of
the polynomial fpxq “ F˜ px, 1q. Then θ is an algebraic integer and K “ Qpθq
is a number field of degree d over Q. It follows that Zrθs is an order of K
with discriminant ∆θ “ | detpσipω
jqq|2, where σ1, . . . , σd : K ãÑ C are the
associated embeddings. As is well-known, we have
∆θ “ ro : Zrθss
2DK , (2.1)
where DK is the discriminant of K. Recall the definition (2.2) of P
˝
K and
define
PK“ta Ă P
˝
K : p1p2 | a ñ NK p1 ‰ NK p2 or p1 “ p2u , (2.2)
which is the subset of P˝K that is cut out by ideals divisible by at most one
prime ideal above each rational prime. The following result is crucial in our
analysis and will frequently allow us to restrict attention to ideals supported
on PK .
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Lemma 2.3. Let ps, tq P Z2prim such that F ps, tq ‰ 0. Then a P PK for any
integral ideal a | pbs´ θtq such that gcdpNK a, 2b∆θq “ 1.
Proof. Let D “ 2b∆θ and let ps, tq P Z
2
prim such that F ps, tq ‰ 0. We form the
integral ideal n “ pbs ´ θtq. This has norm NK n “ |F˜ pbs, tq|. Let k | F˜ pbs, tq
with gcdpk,Dq “ 1. In particular gcdpk,∆θq “ 1.
Now let p | k. Then p ∤ t since gcdps, tq “ 1 and p ∤ b. We choose t P Z
such that tt ” 1 pmod pq. Let p be any prime ideal such that p | ppq and p | n.
Consider the group homomorphism
pi : Z{pZÑ pZrθs ` pq{p,
given by m ÞÑ m` p. Suppose that pipm1q “ pipm2q for m1, m2 P Z{pZ. Then
m1 ´m2 P p, whence NK p | pm1 ´m2q
d. But this implies that p | m1 ´m2,
since p | ppq, and so pi is injective. Next suppose that P pθq ` p P pZrθs ` pq{p,
where P pθq “
ř
i ciθ
i for ci P Z. Since p | n and p ∤ t, we have bst ´ θ P p.
Thus P pθq´P pbstq P p. Now choose m P Z{pZ such that m ” P pbstq pmod pq.
It then follows that pipmq “ P pθq ` p. Thus pi is surjective and so it is an
isomorphism. Hence rZrθs ` p : ps “ p. In view of (2.1), we also have
DKro : Zrθs ` ps
2rZrθs ` p : Zrθss2 “ ∆θ.
This implies that p ∤ ro : Zrθs`ps. Since N p is power of p, we readily conclude
that
N p “ ro : Zrθs ` psrZrθs ` p : ps “ p.
This therefore establishes that a P P˝K .
To finish the proof it remains to show that there are no distinct prime ideals
p1, p2 with p1p2 | a and N p1 “ N p2. Suppose for a contradiction that there
exist such primes p1 ‰ p2. Letting p “ N p1 “ N p2 and noting that p ∤ ∆θ, an
application of Dedekind’s theorem on factorisation of prime ideals supplies us
with distinct n1, n2 P Z{pZ such that
fpxq ” px´ n1qpx´ n2qΥpxq pmod pq,
for a polynomial Υ P pZ{pZqrxs of degree rK : Qs ´ 2, with p1 “ pp, θ ´ n1q
and p2 “ pp, θ ´ n2q. We conclude from this that bst´ θ P p1 and θ ´ n1 P p1,
whence bst´n1 P p1. Similarly, we have bst´n2 P p2. But then it follows that
p “ N p1 | bst´ n1 and p “ N p2 | bst´ n2. This implies that n1 ” n2 pmod pq,
which is a contradiction. 
We close this section with an observation about the condition a | pbs ´ θtq
that appears in Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 2.4. Let a P PK such that gcdpNK a, DKq “ 1. Then there exists
k “ kpaq P Z such that
a | pbs ´ θtq ô bs ” kt pmodNK aq
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for all ps, tq P Z2,
Proof. It suffices to check this when a “ pa, for some p P PK such that
p “ NK p is unramified, by the Chinese remainder theorem. This is because
the definition of PK implies that for every rational unramified prime p there
is at most one prime ideal p above p such that p | a. To continue with the
proof we note that since p P PK , there exists k
1 P Z satisfying k1 ” θ pmod pq,
whence there exists k P Z such that k ” θ pmod paq. Therefore
bs ” θt pmod paq ô bs ´ kt P ZX pa.
We claim that the latter condition is equivalent to bs ” kt pmodNK p
aq. The
reverse implication is obvious since NK a P a for any integral ideal a. The
forward implication follows on noting that νppbs´ktq ě νpppbs´ktqq ě a. 
3. The main argument
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1, following an approach
that is inspired by work of Shiu [9]. We assume familiarity with the notation
introduced in §1. Since F1, . . . , FN are pairwise coprime it follows that the
resultants RespFi, Fjq are all non-zero integers for i ‰ j. Along the way, at
certain stages of the argument, we will need to enlarge the size of W in (1.1).
For now we assume that w ą maxi‰jt|Di|, |RespFi, Fjq|u, where Di “ 2bi∆θi
and Res denotes the resultant of two polynomials. We let Ni “ NKi and write
F “
śN
i“1 Fi. Let
z “ V ω, (3.1)
where V “ volpRq, for a small constant ω ą 0 that will be chosen in due course.
(In particular, it will need to be sufficiently small in terms of ε1, . . . , εN .) For
each ps, tq P Z2prim XR XG, it follows from (1.4) that we have a factorisation
Nź
i“1
|Nipbis´ θitqqGW | “
Nź
i“1
|Fips, tq|qGW “ |F ps, tq|qGW “ p
α1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ p
αl
l ,
with w ă p1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pl. We define as,t to be the greatest integer of the form
pα11 ¨ ¨ ¨ p
αj
j which is bounded by z and we define bs,t “ F ps, tqqGW {as,t. We have
gcdpas,t, bs,tq “ 1 and P
´pbs,tq ą P
`pas,tq. Our lower bound for w ensures that
gcdpNi ai,Nj ajq “ 1,
for any ai | pbis ´ θitqqGW and aj | pbjs ´ θjtqqGW , with i ‰ j. Lemma 2.3
implies that ai P Pi “ PKi, for 1 ď i ď N .
The sum in which we are interested,
ÿ
ps,tqPZ2
prim
XRXG
Nź
i“1
fi,qGW ppbis´ θitqq,
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is sorted into four distinct contributions EpIqpRq, . . . , EpIV qpRq. For an ap-
propriate small parameter η ą 0, these sums are determined by which of the
following attributes are satisfied by ps, tq:
(I) P´pbs,tq ě z
η
2 ;
(II) P´pbs,tq ă z
η
2 and as,t ď z
1´η;
(III) P´pbs,tq ď log z log log z and z
1´η ă as,t ď z;
(IV) log z log log z ă P´pbs,tq ă z
η
2 and z1´η ă as,t ď z.
In what follows, we will allow all of our implied constants to depend on
c1, c2, Ai, Bi, Fi, ε, εi, N,W , as in the statement of Theorem 1.1, as well as
on ω and η, whose values will be indicated during the course of the proof. Any
further dependence will be indicated by an explicit subscript.
We let Ωi “ ΩKi be the number of prime ideal divisors (counted with multi-
plicity) and note that Ωipaq “ ΩpNi aq when a P Pi. For given ps, tq, the choice
of as,t, bs,t that we have made uniquely determines coprime ideals a
piq
s,t, b
piq
s,t Ă oi,
with pbis´ θitqqGW “ a
piq
s,tb
piq
s,t, such that
Nź
i“1
Ni a
piq
s,t “ as,t and Ωipa
piq
s,tq “ ΩpNi a
piq
s,tq.
In particular we emphasise that a
piq
s,t, b
piq
s,t are supported on prime ideals whose
norms are coprime to qGW . We now have everything in place to start estimat-
ing the various contributions. Our main tools will be the geometry of numbers
and the fundamental lemma of sieve theory.
Case I. We begin by considering the case P´pbs,tq ě z
η
2 . Recalling that
fi P MKi, we have fi,qGW ppbis ´ θitqq ď fipa
piq
s,tqA
Ωipb
piq
s,tq
i , by the coprimality of
a
piq
s,t, b
piq
s,t. Hence
EpIqpRq “
ÿ
ps,tqPZ2primXRXG
P´pbs,tqěz
η
2
Nź
i“1
fi,qGW ppbis´ θitqq
!
ÿ
aiPPi
gcdpNi ai,qGW Nj ajq“1śN
i“1 Ni aiďz
U pa1, . . . , aNq
Nź
i“1
fipaiq,
(3.2)
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where
U pa1, . . . , aNq “
ÿ
ps,tqPZ2primXRXG
pbis´θitqqGW PPi
ai|pbis´θitq
pai,pbis´θitq{aiqi“1
p|F ps,tqqGW {
śN
i“1 Ni aiñpěz
η
2
Nź
i“1
AΩippbis´θitqqGW {aiq.
Here, the condition
śN
i“1Ni ai ď z comes from the fact that as,t ď z. Moreover,
we write pa, bqi “ 1 if and only if the ideals a, b Ă oi are coprime.
Defining b through b
śN
i“1Ni ai “
ś
p∤qGW
pνppF ps,tqq, we see that
pz
η
2 qΩpbq ď P´pbqΩpbq ď |b| ď |F ps, tq| ! }R}degpF q8 ď K
degpF q
R
.
In view of (3.1) and the inequality Kc1
R
ď V that is assumed in Theorem 1.1,
this shows that Ωpbq ! 1. Noting that
Nÿ
i“1
Ωi
ˆ
pbis ´ θitqqGW
ai
˙
“ Ωpbq,
we may therefore conclude that
U pa1, . . . , aNq ! U η
2
pa1, . . . , aNq, (3.3)
where for any γ ą 0 we define Uγpa1, . . . , aNq to be the cardinality of ps, tq
appearing in the definition of U pa1, . . . , aNq, with the lower bound z
η
2 replaced
by zγ . Our next concern is with an upper bound for this quantity.
Before revealing our estimate for Uγpa1, . . . , aNq, recall the definition of h
˚
from (1.6) and set
h:pkq “
ź
p|k
ˆ
1´
d1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` dN
1` p
˙´1
. (3.4)
Then we have the following result.
Lemma 3.1. Let δ, γ ą 0 and let ai P Pi, for 1 ď i ď N , with
gcdpNi ai, qGW Nj ajq “ 1 and
Nź
i“1
Ni ai ď z.
Then
Uγpa1, . . . , aNq!δ
V
γNplog zqN
h˚W pqGq
qG
Nź
i“1
h:pNi aiq
Ni ai
`
KRz
2γ`δ
λG
,
uniformly in γ.
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We defer the proof of this result, temporarily, and show how it can be used to
complete the treatment of EpIqpRq, via (3.2) and (3.3). We apply Lemma 3.1
with γ “ η
2
. We also note that since fi P MKipAi, Bi, εiq, we have
Nź
i“1
fipaiq !
Nź
i“1
Nipaiq
εi ď
Nź
i“1
Nipaiq
εˆ,
where εˆ “ maxtε1, . . . , εNu. The overall contribution from the second term is
therefore found to be
!δ
KRz
η`δ`εˆ
λG
7 ta1, . . . , aN : N1 a1 ¨ ¨ ¨NN aN ď zu
!δ
KRz
1`η`2δ`εˆ
λG
ď
K
1`4ωp1`η`2δ`εˆq
R
λG
,
where we used the bound V ď K4
R
, as well as z “ V ω. In view of (3.2) and
(3.3), the first term in Lemma 3.1 makes the overall contribution
!δ
V
plog zqN
h˚W pqGq
qG
Nź
i“1
ÿ
aiPPi
gcdpNi ai,qGW q“1
Ni aiďz
fipaiqh
:pNi aiq
Ni ai
.
Since ai P Pi, (3.4) implies that
h:pNi aiq ď
ź
p|ai
ˆ
1´
d1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` dN
1` Ni p
˙´1
“ h;ipaiq,
say, where we recall that di “ rKi : Qs. We enlarge w in order to use
Lemma 2.2, and thereby obtain the overall contribution
!δ
V
plog zqN
h˚W pqGq
qG
Nź
i“1
ÿ
aiPPi
gcdpNi ai,qGW q“1
ai square-free
Ni aiďz
fipaiq
Ni ai
.
We have therefore proved that for every δ ą 0 we have the bound
EpIqpRq !δ
V
plog zqN
h˚W pqGq
qG
Nź
i“1
ÿ
aiPPi
gcdpNi ai,qGW q“1
ai square-free
Ni aiďz
fipaiq
Ni ai
`
K
1`4ωp1`η`2δ`εˆq
R
λG
, (3.5)
where we recall that εˆ “ maxtε1, . . . , εNu.
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Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let ci P Pi be given, with gcdpNi ci, qGW Nj cjq “ 1.
Define the set
Λpc1, . . . , cNq “
 
ps, tq P Z2 XG : bis ” θit pmod ciq, for i “ 1, . . . , N
(
.
Since gcdpqG,
ś
iNi ciq “ 1, it follows from Lemma 2.4 that this defines a
lattice in Z2 of rank 2 and determinant
detpΛpc1, . . . , cNqq “ qG
Nź
i“1
Ni ci.
Write P pz0q “
ś
păz0
p, for any z0 ą 0, with the usual convention that
P pz0q “ 1 if z0 ă 2. This allows us to write
Uγpa1, . . . , aNq ď
ÿ
ps,tqPS
pai,pbis´θitq{aiqi“1
p|F ps,tqqGW {
śN
i“1 Ni aiñpěz
γ
1 “
ÿ
ps,tqPS
pai,pbis´θitq{aiqi“1
ÿ
d|F ps,tq{
śN
i“1 Ni ai
gcdpd,qGW q“1
d|P pzγq
µpdq.
where S “ Z2prim X R X Λpa1, . . . , aNq. We shall use the fundamental lemma
of sieve theory, as presented by Iwaniec and Kowalski [6, § 6.4]. This provides
us with a sieve sequence λ`d supported on square-free integers in the interval
r1, 2zγs, with λ`1 “ 1 and |λ
`
d | ď 1, such that
Uγpa1, . . . , aNq ď
ÿ
ps,tqPS
pai,pbis´θitq{aiqi“1
ÿ
d|F ps,tq{
śN
i“1 Ni ai
gcdpd,qGW q“1
d|P pzγq
λ`d .
Since gcdpas,t, bs,tq “ 1, we note that only d coprime to
śN
i“1Ni ai appear in
the inner sum. Interchanging the order of summation, we find that
Uγpa1, . . . , aNq ď
ÿ
ei|ai
µ1pe1q ¨ ¨ ¨µNpeNq
ÿ
1ďdď2zγ
gcdpd,qGW q“1
gcdpd,
śN
i“1 Ni aiq“1
d|P pzγq
λ`d
ÿ
ps,tqPZ2
prim
XRXΛpa1e1,...,aN eN q
d|F ps,tq
1
“
ÿ
ei|ai
µ1pe1q ¨ ¨ ¨µNpeNq
ÿ
d1,...,dNPN
gcdpdi,qGW Ni aiq“gcdpdi,dj Nj ajq“1
d1¨¨¨dNď2z
γ
d1¨¨¨dN |P pz
γq
λ`d1¨¨¨dNSpdq,
where if d “ d1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dN , then
Spdq “
ÿ
pσ,τq pmod dq
gcdpσ,τ,dq“1
Fipσ,τq”0 pmod diq
ÿ
ps,tqPZ2primXRXΛpa1e1,...,aN eN q
ps,tq”pσ,τq pmod dq
1.
If Fipx, yq “ cy for some i, then the condition bis ” θit pmod aieiq should be
replaced by t ” 0 pmod aieiq.
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Recall the definition (1.5) of ρi and let
hpdq “
ź
p|d
ˆ
1`
1
p
˙´1
.
The number of possible pσ, τq pmod dq is equal to ϕpdqρ1pd1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ρNpdNq. In
Spdq the inner sum can be estimated using the geometry of numbers. Calling
upon Lemma 2.1, we deduce that
Spdq “
V
ζp2q
hpqGq
qG
Nź
i“1
ρipdiqhpdiqhpNi aiq
diNi eiNi ai
`Oδ
˜
KRz
γ` δ
2
λG
¸
,
for any δ ą 0. We emphasise that the implied constant in this estimate does
not depend on any of R, di, ai or ei. Since |λ
`
d | ď 1 and τKipaiq !δ pNi aiq
δ
2N ,
we find that the overall contribution to Uγpa1, . . . , aNq from the error term is
OδpKRz
2γ`δ{λGq, on summing trivially over e1, . . . , eN and d1, . . . , dN . This is
plainly satisfactory for Lemma 3.1.
Turning to the contribution from the main term, we set
gpdq “ 1
´
d, qGW
Nź
i“1
Ni ai
¯hpdq
d
ÿ
d1¨¨¨dN“d
gcdpdi,djq“1
Nź
i“1
ρipdiq,
where 1pd, aq “ 1 if gcdpd, aq “ 1 and 1pd, aq “ 0, otherwise. Since hpdq ď 1
and ϕipaiq ď Ni ai, the main term contributes
!
V
qG
Nź
i“1
1
Ni ai
ˇˇˇ ÿ
1ďdď2zγ
d|P pzγq
λ`d gpdq
ˇˇˇ
.
We may clearly assume without loss of generality that w ă 2zmaxtγ,
η
2
u. For
any prime p ∤ W , let
cp “ 1´
hppq
p
Nÿ
i“1
ρippq “ 1´
ρ1ppq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ρNppq
p` 1
.
Recalling that degpFiq “ di for 1 ď i ď N , we see that
cp ě 1´
d1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` dN
p` 1
,
for p ∤W . Next, for y ě 0, define
Πpyq “
ź
păy
p∤W
cp, Π1 “
ź
pě2zγ
p|N1 a1¨¨¨NN aN
cp, Π2 “
ź
pě2zγ
p|qG
cp.
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By the fundamental lemma of sieve theory [6, Lemma 6.3], we find that
ÿ
1ďdď2zγ
d|P pzγq
λ`d gpdq !
ź
pă2zγ
p1´ gppqq “ Πp2zγqΠ1Π2h
˚
W pqGq
Nź
i“1
h:pNi aiq,
in the notation of (1.6) and (3.4). It is clear that Πi ď 1 for i “ 1, 2. Noting
that Πpyq ! plog yq´N , this therefore concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Cases II and III. We now estimate EpIIqpRq and EpIIIqpRq. For any ps, tq P
Z2prim XR, we take the trivial bound
Nź
i“1
fi,qGW ppbis´ θitqq !
Nź
i“1
pNipbis´ θitqq
εi ! }R}
ř
i diεi
8 ď K
ř
i diεi
R
.
In Case II the relevant extra constraints are P´pbs,tq ă z
η
2 and as,t ď z
1´η. Let
p “ P´pbs,tq ă z
η
2 and let ν be such that pν}F ps, tq. We must have pν ě zη,
since otherwise z ă pνas,t ă z
ηz1´η “ z , which is a contradiction. For each
prime p ∤ qGW with p ă z
η
2 , we define
lp “ mintl P Zě0 : p
l ě zηu.
Clearly zη ď plp ă z
η
2
lp, whence lp ě 2 for every prime p. Thereforeÿ
păz
η
2
p∤qGW
1
plp
ď
ÿ
păz
η
2
p∤qGW
min
"
1
zη
,
1
p2
*
ď
ÿ
pďz
η
2
1
zη
ď z´
η
2 . (3.6)
The number of elements ps, tq satisfying the constraints of Case II is at most
Nÿ
i“1
ÿ
păz
η
2
p∤qGW
ÿ
ps,tqPZ2primXRXG
plp |Fips,tq
1 !
Nÿ
i“1
ÿ
păz
η
2
p∤qGW
ρipp
lpq
ˆ
hpqGq
qG
V
plp
` τpqGq
KR
λG
˙
.
Here we have split the inner sum into ρipp
lpq different lattices of the form
tps, tq P G : s ” xt pmod plpqu, where x ranges over solutions of the congruence
Fipx, 1q ” 0 pmod p
lpq, before applying Lemma 2.1 with q “ 1. Hensel’s lemma
implies that ρipp
lq “ ρippq ď di for each prime p ∤ W and l P N. Let δ ą 0
be arbitrary. Taking hpqGq ď 1 and τpqGq !δ q
δ
8c2
G ď V
δ
8 ď K
δ
2
R
, this therefore
reveals that
Nÿ
i“1
ÿ
păz
η
2
p∤qGW
ÿ
ps,tqPZ2primXRXG
plp |Fips,tq
1 !δ
V
qG
ÿ
păz
η
2
p∤qGW
1
plp
`
K
1` δ
2
R
z
η
2
λG
!δ
V
qG
1
z
η
2
`
K
1` δ
2
R
z
η
2
λG
,
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by (3.6). Recalling (3.1), we see that z´
η
2 “ V ´β, with β “ ηω
2
. Likewise,
z
η
2 “ V
ηω
2 ď K2ηω
R
. Noting that
K
ř
i diεi
R
ď V
1
c1
ř
i diεi,
we have therefore proved that for every δ ą 0 we have the bound
EpIIqpRq !δ
V
1´ ηω
2
` 1
c1
ř
i diεi
qG
`
K
1` δ
2
`2ηω`
ř
i diεi
R
λG
. (3.7)
We now turn to the contribution from Case III, for which the defining con-
straints are P´pbs,tq ď log z log log z and z
1´η ă as,t ď z. We assume that
w ą maxi‰j |RespFi, Fjq| in the definition (1.1) of W . For any ps, tq P Z
2
prim
it follows that the integer factors of Fips, tqW are necessarily coprime to the
factors of Fjps, tqW for all i ‰ j. Hence the number of elements ps, tq satisfying
the constraints of Case III is at mostÿ
ps,tqPZ2primXRXG
P´pbs,tqďlog z log log z
z1´ηăas,tďz
1 ď
ÿ
z1´ηăaďz
gcdpa,qGW q“1
P`paqďlog z log log z
ÿ
ps,tqPZ2primXRXG
a|F ps,tq
1
ď
ÿ
z1´ηăa1¨¨¨aNďz
gcdpai,qGWajq“1
P`paiqďlog z log log z
ÿ
ps,tqPZ2primXRXG
ai|Fips,tq
1.
As before, the final sum can be split into at most
śN
i“1 ρipaiq “ Oδpz
δq lattices,
for any δ ą 0, each of determinant qG
śN
i“1 ai. Thus the right hand side is
!δ z
δ
ÿ
z1´ηăa1¨¨¨aNďz
P`pa1¨¨¨aN qďlog z log log z
ˆ
V
qGa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aN
`
KR
λG
˙
!δ z
2δ
ÿ
z1´ηăaďz
P`paqďlog z log log z
ˆ
V
qGa
`
KR
λG
˙
,
whence [9, Lemma 1] yieldsÿ
ps,tqPZ2
prim
XRXG
P´pbs,tqďlog z log log z
z1´ηăas,tďz
1 !δ z
3δ
ˆ
V
qGz1´η
`
KR
λG
˙
.
Hence we have shown that for every δ ą 0 one has
EpIIIqpRq !δ
V
1´p1´ηqω`3δω` 1
c1
ř
i diεi
qG
`
K
1`3δω`
ř
i diεi
R
λG
. (3.8)
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Case IV. The final case to consider is characterised by the constraints
log z log log z ă P´pbs,tq ă z
η
2 and z1´η ă as,t ď z.
Arguing as in (3.2) in the treatment of Case I, we find that
EpIV qpRq !
ÿ
aiPPi
gcdpNi ai,qGW Nj ajq“1
z1´ηă
śN
i“1 Ni aiďz
U
:pa1, . . . , aNq
Nź
i“1
fipaiq,
where U :pa1, . . . , aNq is as in the definition of U pa1, . . . , aNq after (3.2), but
with the condition P´pF ps, tqqGW {
śN
i“1Ni aiq ě z
η
2 replaced by
log z log log z ă P´
˜
F ps, tqqGWśN
i“1Ni ai
¸
ă z
η
2 .
In particular, in view of the coprimality of as,t and bs,t, we see that
P`
˜
Nź
i“1
Ni ai
¸
ă P´
˜
F ps, tqqGWśN
i“1Ni ai
¸
.
We will find it convenient to enlarge the sum slightly, replacing the condition
ai P Pi by the condition that each ai belongs to the multiplicative span of
degree 1 prime ideals in oi.
We may assume without loss of generality that 2
η
P Zě2. Thus
plog z log log z, z
η
2 q Ă
k0`1ď
k“ 2
η
pz
1
k`1 , z
1
k s,
where k0 “ rlog z{ logplog z log log zqs satisfies k0 ď log z{ log log z. Notice
that for any integer b satisfying log b ! log z and z
1
k`1 ă P´pbq ď z
1
k we
must have Ωpbq ! k. Applying this with b “ F ps, tqqGW {
śN
i“1Ni ai, for any
ps, tq P Z2prim XR, we deduce that
Nź
i“1
A
Ωi
`
pbis´θitqqGW
ai
˘
i ď max
1ďiďN
A
Ωpbq
i ď A
k,
for a suitable constant A " max1ďiďN Ai, where Ai is the constant appearing
in the definition of MKi “ MKipAi, Bi, εiq. Hence
EpIV qpRq ď
k0`1ÿ
k“ 2
η
Ak
ÿ
aiPP
˝
Ki
gcdpNi ai,qGW Nj ajq“1
z1´ηă
śN
i“1 Ni aiďz
P`p
śN
i“1 Ni aiqăz
1
k
U 1
k`1
pa1, . . . , aNq
Nź
i“1
fipaiq,
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in the notation of Lemma 3.1, which we now use to estimate U 1
k`1
pa1, . . . , aNq.
The overall contribution from the second term is
!δ
KR
λG
k0`1ÿ
k“ 2
η
Akz1`
2
k`1
`2δ ď
KRz
5
3
`2δ
λG
k0`1ÿ
k“ 2
η
Ak !δ
KRz
5
3
`3δ
λG
ď
K
1`4ωp 5
3
`3δq
R
λG
,
since 2 ď 2{η ď k ď k0 ! log z{ log log z and z “ V
ω ď K4ω
R
.
It remains to consider the contribution from the main term in Lemma 3.1.
This is
!
V
plog zqN
h˚W pqGq
qG
k0`1ÿ
k“ 2
η
Akpk ` 1qNEpz1´η, z
1
k q, (3.9)
where
EpS, T q “
ÿ
aiPP˝Ki
gcdpNi ai,W Nj ajq“1śN
i“1 Ni aiąS
P`p
śN
i“1 Ni aiqăT
Nź
i“1
fipaiqh
:
i paiq
Ni ai
.
Note that we have dropped the condition gcdp
śN
i“1Ni ai, qGq “ 1.
Let us define the multiplicative function u : NÑ Rě0 via
upaq “
ÿ
aiPP˝Ki
gcdpNi ai,Nj ajq“1śN
i“1 Ni ai“a
Nź
i“1
fipaiqh
:
i paiq. (3.10)
Note that
uppkq “
Nÿ
i“1
ÿ
piĂoi prime
Ni pi“p
fipp
k
i qh
:
ipp
k
i q ď C
k, (3.11)
for an appropriate constant C ą 1 depending on Ai, di and N . We may
therefore write
EpS, T q “
ÿ
gcdpa,W q“1
aąS
P`paqăT
upaq
a
.
Drawing inspiration from the proof of [8, Lemma 2], we shall find an upper
bound for EpS, T q in terms of partial sums involving upaq. This is the object
of the following result.
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Lemma 3.2. Assume that T ą e
C
10 and let κ P p 1
10
, C´1 log T q. Then
EpS, T q !κ e
´κ logS
logT
ÿ
gcdpb,W q“1
bďT
upbq
b
.
Taking this result on faith for the moment, we return to (3.9) and apply it
with κ satisfying eκp1´ηq ą 2A. (Note that the implied constant in Lemma 3.2
depends on κ and so the choice κ “ plog 2Aq{p1 ´ ηq ` 1 is acceptable.) This
produces the overall contribution
!
V
plog zqN
h˚W pqGq
qG
k0`1ÿ
k“ 2
η
Akpk ` 1qN
eκkp1´ηq
ÿ
gcdpb,W q“1
bďz
1
k
upbq
b
!
V
plog zqN
h˚W pqGq
qG
k0`1ÿ
k“ 2
η
pk ` 1qN
2k
ÿ
gcdpb,W q“1
bďz
upbq
b
!
V
plog zqN
h˚W pqGq
qG
ÿ
gcdpb,W q“1
bďz
upbq
b
.
Recalling (3.10) and enlarging w to enable the use of Lemma 2.2, shows that
the last quantity is
!
V
plog zqN
h˚W pqGq
qG
Nź
i“1
ÿ
Ni aiďz
aiPP˝Ki
square-free
gcdpNi ai,W q“1
fipaiq
Ni ai
,
which shows that for every δ ą 0 we have
EpIV qpRq !δ
V
plog zqN
h˚W pqGq
qG
Nź
i“1
ÿ
Ni aďz
aiPP
˝
Ki
square-free
gcdpNi a,W q“1
fipaiq
Ni ai
`
K
1`4ωp 5
3
`3δq
R
λG
. (3.12)
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let β “ κ
log T
. Then
EpS, T q ď S´β
ÿ
gcdpa,W q“1
P`paqăT
upaq
a
aβ .
Define the multiplicative function ψβ via a
β “
ř
c|a ψβpcq, for a P N. We
observe that ψβpp
kq “ pβk ´ pβpk´1q, for any k P N, whence 0 ă ψβpaq ă a
β for
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all a P N. We now have
EpS, T q ď S´β
ÿ
gcdpc,W q“1
P`pcqăT
ψβpcq
c
ÿ
gcdpd,W q“1
P`pdqăT
upcdq
d
.
Writing d “ jd1, with gcdpd1, cq “ 1 and j | c8, shows that
EpS, T q ď S´β
ÿ
gcdpd1,W q“1
P`pd1qăT
upd1q
d1
ÿ
gcdpc,d1W q“1
P`pcqăT
ÿ
j|c8
ψβpcqupcjq
cj
.
After possibly enlarging w, it follows from (3.11) that the sum over c is
ď
ź
păT
p∤d1W
¨
˚˝
1`
ÿ
kě1
jě0
ψβpp
kquppk`jq
pk`j
˛
‹‚ď ź
păT
p∤d1W
¨
˚˝
1`
ÿ
kě1
jě0
ppβk ´ pβpk´1qqCk`j
pk`j
˛
‹‚
ď exp
¨
˚˝˚
O
¨
˚˝˚ ÿ
păT
p∤d1W
pβ ´ 1
p
˛
‹‹‚
˛
‹‹‚.
Writing pβ “ exppκ log p
log T
q “ 1`Opκ log p
log T
q, this is found to be at most
exp
˜
O
˜
κ
log T
ÿ
pďT
log p
p
¸¸
!κ 1.
Our argument so far shows that
EpS, T q !κ e
´κ log S
log T
ÿ
gcdpd,W q“1
P`pdqăT
updq
d
. (3.13)
Let ξ P p0, 1q. Observe that each d with P`pdq ă T can be written uniquely
in the form d “ d´d` for coprime d´, d` P N such that P
`pd´q ď T
ξ and
P´pd`q ą T
ξ. We clearly have P`pd`q ă T . Thus
ÿ
gcdpd,W q“1
P`pdqăT
updq
d
ď
ÿ
gcdpd´,W q“1
P`pd´qďT ξ
upd´q
d´
ÿ
gcdpd`,W q“1
P´pd`qąT ξ
P`pd`qăT
upd`q
d`
.
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By (3.11), the inner sum is at most
ś
T ξăpăT p1 `
1
p
q2C !C,ξ 1. Thus, once
combined with (3.13), we deduce that
EpS, T q !κ e
´κ log S
log T
ÿ
gcdpd´,W q“1
P`pd´qăT ξ
upd´q
d´
.
In order to complete the proof of the lemma, it remains to show that theÿ
gcdpd´,W q“1
P`pd´qďT ξ
upd´q
d´
!
ÿ
gcdpd,W q“1
dăT
updq
d
.
This is trivial when T ξ ă 2. Suppose now that T ξ ą 2. Taking κ “ 2 and
pT, T ξq in place of pS, T q, it follows from (3.13) that
ÿ
gcdpd´,W q“1
d´ąT
P`pd´qăT ξ
upd´q
d´
! e´
2
ξ
ÿ
gcdpd´,W q“1
P`pd´qăT ξ
upd´q
d´
.
Taking ξ suitably small, we conclude thatÿ
gcdpd´,W q“1
P`pd´qăT ξ
upd´q
d´
“
ÿ
gcdpd´,W q“1
P`pd´qăT ξ
d´ďT
upd´q
d´
`
ÿ
gcdpd´,W q“1
P`pd´qăT ξ
d´ąT
upd´q
d´
ď
ÿ
gcdpd´,W q“1
d´ďT
upd´q
d´
`
1
2
ÿ
gcdpd´,W q“1
P`pd´qăT ξ
upd´q
d´
,
so that ÿ
gcdpd´,W q“1
P`pd´qăT ξ
upd´q
d´
ď 2
ÿ
gcdpd´,W q“1
d´ďT
upd´q
d´
,
as claimed. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us define
η “
2
3
and ω “
p3` δq
c1
Nÿ
i“1
diεi,
where δ ą 0 is to be determined. Now let ε be any positive constant. Taking δ
sufficiently small compared to ε we see that the exponent of KR in the second
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term of (3.5) is
1` 4ωp1` η ` 2δ ` εˆq ď 1` ε`
4
c1
´ Nÿ
i“1
diεi
¯
p5` 3εˆq,
where εˆ “ maxtε1, . . . , εNu. Thus E
pIqpRq makes a satisfactory contribution
for Theorem 1.1. Taking δ sufficiently small allows us to check that
ηω
2
ą
1
c1
Nÿ
i“1
diεi and p1´ ηqω ą 3δω `
1
c1
Nÿ
i“1
diεi,
for our choice of η and ω. This therefore shows that the first term in the right
hand side of (3.7) and (3.8) is
!
V
plog V qN`1qG
,
which, owing to h˚W pqGq ě 1 and EfipV ;W q ě 1, is satisfactory for Theo-
rem 1.1. A straightforward calculation now shows that for sufficiently small δ
the contribution of the second terms on the right of (3.7), (3.8) and (3.12) is
also satisfactory for Theorem 1.1. 
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